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of Greening Goizha Mountain Project:
1 Million Liters of Water Used in June
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Establishment and Capacity Building for
Young Media Professionals forums
to Promote Social Cohesion II

Kirkuk & Duhok: Roundtable Discussions on
Journalism Status & Influence of Media
on Social Cohesion
In Kirkuk and Duhok, two roundtable conversations were conducted on
the state of the media and its function in fostering peace and
coexistence. Journalists, representatives of minorities, academic
media experts, and representatives of Iraqi media agencies were
present during the gathering. The participants discussed the state of
the media in general in Iraq and in Kurdistan in particular, focusing on
key issues, gaps, and suggestions for advancing the use of and
influence of media in ways that ensure diversity and coexistence.
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Lack of information can, at any stage of a conflict, make
people desperate, restless and easy to manipulate. The
ability to make informed decisions strengthens societies and
fosters economic growth, democratic structures and the
positive outlook on the future. For this very reason, the
United Nations Millennium Declaration stressed the need “to
ensure the freedom of the media to perform their essential
role and the right of the public to have access to information
Bakhtyar Ahmad
General Director
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A Platform to Promote Social Cohesion
and Peace Called Tanoua
The Tanoua website produced 94 media pieces from participants in
Duhok, Nainawa, Sulaimanyah, Kirkuk, Salahadin, Diyala, Thiqar,
Baghdad, Najaf, and Basra in June. These included 63 reports, 21
films, and 10 articles. By addressing institutional frameworks, local
practices and activities, institutional and individual capacities,
inter-group and state-citizen connections, and conflict-sensitive
responses, the website's overall objective is to strengthen the enabling
environment in Iraq for peace and social cohesion.
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The Tanoua website and its social
media platforms are constantly
improving, as seen by the rise in
Tanoua Facebook page followers from
6211 to 9716 and the most popular
video's 2k views
Naz Aras
Project Manager
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Virtual Events: Addressing Issues & the
Role of Media as Source of Resolution

In June, two virtual events were conducted featuring Dr. Basma
Muhamad Mustafa, the head of the Iraqi Women Leadership
Association, who spoke about the role of media in resolving minorities'
rights and addressing hate speech, and Mr. Nibras Muhamad, the
director of the ministry of interior's rumor-combat department, who
spoke about the role of the rumor-combat department in promoting
social harmony. On the Tanoua platform, 735 people saw the meeting.
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Strengthening Relationships Between
Local Authorities and Community

Trained Youth to Establish Communication
Methods with Government Officials
Four trainers ran a four-week training program in May within the
framework of the Rabe Campaign to develop the capacity of 25
volunteers and enhance their knowledge of numerous topics relating
to the city's present political climate. Following the completion of the
training in June, the project staff and volunteers met with a number of
government officials to describe the project's objectives and to plan
for future advocacy and collaboration between the government and
Kirkuk's communities.
In Kirkuk and Sulaymaniyah, the project's young volunteers
met with the following government representatives,
escorted by the the Project team:
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The General Director of
Archeology Directorate
The General Director of Youth
and Sports Directorate
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The General Director of
Community Police Station
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The Spokesperson of
Security Forces (Asayish)
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Iraqi Parliament office in
Kirkuk & Sulaymaniyah
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CSOs & Iraqi Parliament to Take Action

In order to advance collaboration between the
Sulaimaniyah office of the Iraqi Parliament and the
Sulaimaniyah lawmakers in the Iraqi parliament, Civil
Development Organization sponsored an open meeting
with 31 CSOs. It was mentioned at the meeting that
communication channels and locations would be
highlighted. The Sulaimaniyah office is open to all groups,
and they are welcome to make their requests in
accordance with the established protocols.
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Addressing the concerns of all citizens
is a high priority of the project and is
crucial for promoting long-term stability
and prosperity for the local community in
Kirkuk. It’s a step towards locally-led
reform initiatives, tackle corruption by
enhancing public financial management
and visibly improving the provision of
basic services.
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,,

Arazu Namiq
Project Administrator

The primary subjects of our meetings
with government representatives and
local authorities were to discuss the
project's goals and to highlight the tools
and
techniques
to
enhance
communication between the local
population and the government

,,

Tara Aziz
Project Manager
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Launch of New Project Funded
by UN WOMAN:
Women Participation in Decision
Making in the Disputed Areas
Between KRI & Iraq
CDO and Pasewan organization in
partisanship with UNWOMEN announced
the launch of a project to raise proportion
of women in decision-making positions.
Participation in political life is a
fundamental right of women and it is
considered one of the most important
elements of the democratic process and
the degree of growth of society is
measured by the degree to which women
participate
in
decision-making.
In
Kurdistan and Iraq, the constitution and
laws contribute to strengthening the role
of women and despite the achievements
achieved, but do not provide the least
guarantees for women's participation in
decision-making in areas disputed by the
invasions of the ISIS war and political
conflict, women's groups may be the most
affected in Iraq.
For this reason, CDO and Pasewan with
technical and financial support from the
United Nations Agency for Women,
expected
the
project
women's
participation in the disputed areas of
Kirkuk province, Daquq and Debs district
in the decision-making process.
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We affirm that we are making a
concerted effort to empower women and
to run awareness and advocacy
initiatives to raise the proportion of
women participating in decision-making.
Rozha Gharib
Projects Coordinator at CDO

#NAP2022
#UNSCR1325
#ConflictPrevention
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The project will be part of WPHF programs
of the United Nations agency and will work
to implement resolution (1325) issued by
the UN Security Council and the Iraqi
National Action Plan, in which context Civil
Development Organization (CDO) and
Pasewan Organization will jointly carry out
many activities and awareness campaigns
and in the coming days.

#CDO
#Pasewan
#UNWomen
#WPHF
#ژنان_رابەرن
#هن_قياديات
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Greening Up 50
Hectares of Goizha Mountain
An environmental project implemented by
CDO and funded by Asiacell Company

Plant Irrigation on a Regular Basis as a Step
Towards Maintaining Sustainability 1 Million Liters
of Water Used in June

In June, irrigation was applied 4 times. In order to shield the plants from
drought, the project team has come up with a plan to increase the amount of
water that is accessible to them. Daily site visits have been made by the
project monitors to check on plant development and address any issues that
could occur. The general amount of water used in June was more than 1
million liters.
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Marwa Yasin
Project Monitor

The age and species of the tree, the season, the weather,
and the soil type are just a few of the variables that affect
how much water a tree requires. Young trees and newly
planted trees typically need more regular watering than
older, more established plants. But all trees benefit from
additional hydration during prolonged droughts
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World Environment Day
Monday ,5 June
World Environment Day (WED) is celebrated annually on 5 June and is the
United Nations' principal vehicle for encouraging awareness and action for
the protection of the environment. First held in 1973, it has been a platform
for raising awareness on environmental issues as marine pollution,
overpopulation, global warming, sustainable development and wildlife crime.
The tagline of 2022 on this day is "Only One Earth". CDO calls for defending
environment from pollution, the negative consequences of climate change,
and the extinction of biological variety. CDO is delighted to be a part in
protecting Kurdistan's environment in partnership with Asiacell Company.
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Continuation of Supporting Refugees by the
KRG’s Residence Directorate & CDO

1,047

Syrian refugee families were
able to receive or renew their residency
permits due to CDO's facilitation,
assistance, and the extraordinary work
of
the
government's
Residency
Directorate.
KRG’s Directorate of Residency in Sulaymaniyah Awarded CDO
A letter of appreciation, from the Directorate of Residency in Sulaymaniyah,
was handed to the Head of Trustee Committee and the General Director of
CDO for their facilitation and provision of office and necessary supplies for
the staff of the Residency Office.
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CDO is directly assisting Sulaymaniyah Governorate
Atta Muhammad refugees in renewing or obtaining residency permits. The
CDO’s Head of
refugees living in Sulaymaniyah governorate have
Trustee Committee benefited greatly from our excellent advocacy and
contact with this significant government organization
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Starting at the middle of February 2022, CDO serves as the home for
the government's residency department, which is in charge of issuing
and renewing residence cards to Syrian refugees. The permit must be
renewed by the deadline to avoid the possibility of the refugee losing
their work or having their freedom of movement restricted.
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The Legal Service Department
Provision of Legal Aid in Humanitarian Setting

CDO provides legal representation, legal consultation, advocacy and follow
up for refugees, internally displaced persons and the host community.
12 individuals from the Syrian, Iranian, Turkish, and Iraqi displaced
populations received legal assistance from the attorneys at CDO in June. In
addition, 40 clients have received appropriate legal consultation depending
on their need. Additionally, 3 urgent cases were referred to UNHCR for
prompt assistance.
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Abubakr Raof
Lawyer at CDO

The bulk of cases in June involved helping
refugees and asylum seekers get civil documents
including birth, death, and marriage certificates as
well
as
residence
permits
and
other
documentation

,,
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The Emergency Unit:

Funded by CDO, a unit that distributes food
efficiently and rapidly helps those in need
Distribution of Food Packages Over Vulnerable People, Continues
In June, 106 food packages are being delivered to the doorsteps of selected
vulnerable individuals, such as those who have specific medical issues or
who have been instructed to remain at home. On the other hand, many others
struggle to obtain the food and other essentials they require.
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Koraw Aziz
Supervisor of
the Emergency Unit

We have set up a feedback system that enables
recipients to voice their complaints about the caliber
of the meals that our personnel provide

,,

The unit has also given 5760 non-food products, such as sanitary supplies, to
public hospitals and government reform directorates in addition to the
program for food items.
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The Development Unit

Renew Your Life Program:
Efforts in Supporting Women Empowerment

The Development Unit of CDO in June,
conducted a two-week training program called
"Renew Your Life" for 15 women in collaboration
with human right activists in Kurdistan. The
training covers a variety of subjects, including
psychological counseling, problem solving, how
to develop self-esteem, personal hygiene
awareness, marriage and family, proper
education of children and universal energy. The
purpose of this course was to increase
awareness among women of issues such as
family formation and family development, as well
as their own health and the growth of their
families and themselves.
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Summer School Course

A two-month long summer training program for
students in the subjects of English, Computer,
Science and Mathematics is being offered to 100
individuals between the ages of 7 and 18 with the
assistance of a Study for Live Volunteer Goup in
the Arbat Town. The program's goal is to support
students, particularly during the summer break,
in developing their studies and improving their
skills.
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The Minority Affairs Unit
Fourth Issues of Voice of
Minorities Released
A digital magazine issued by the
Minority Unit with the internal
budget of CDO

The latest edition includes pieces written by
Kurdish and Iraqi minority authors with an
emphasis on social coexistence, women's
engagement in politics and decision-making,
and efforts to foster unity among the varied
populations in Kirkuk and other KRI-disputed
territories.
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The conflict in Iraq and the disputed territories is still
a problem for our region. Minorities are the largest
population group impacted by these dangerous
conditions. For this reason, the CDO's Minority
Affairs Unit works to raise the small communities'
voices and demand the protection of their rights

,,

Tanya Awat
Supervisor of the
Minority Affairs Unit
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The Cultural Events Unit
The
Civil
Development
Organization's
cherished garden is devoted to literary and
cultural hospitality. 13 cultural events were
launched in June to present 20 different books
in the categories of philosophy, documentary,
politics, history, and poetry.
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June was a month full of activity
for our unit; in all, more than 1500
people took part in the cultural
and artistic events

,,

Yusuf Qaradakhi
Supervisor of the
Cultural Events Unit
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News in Picture
On International Children's Day, Civil Development Organization and Bamo
Primary School collaborated to offer a drawing exhibition for talented
students. At the completion of the event, CDO certified the exhibit
participants.

Under the supervision of Mr. Awat Muhammad, the mayor of Sulaimaniyah, a
special meeting on greening Goizha mountain was held at the mayor's office,
in which a follow-up on the greening process of Goizha mountain was
performed and essential decisions on the needs were made. With a budget of
1 million USD from Asiacell Company, CDO is in charge of greening 50
hectares of Goizha Mountain.

After four weeks of intensive training and constructive talks, 25 young
people from various ethnicities and religious groups in Kirkuk were
presented certificates of participation. These young people are now ready to
begin their activities, which they have learned to utilize in the real life to
convey community problems to parliament and local governments.
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In the presence of the General Director and the Projects Coordinator of
CDO, future collaboration and cooperation in two different meetings with
Seed Foundation and the Veterinary Organization for Life were discussed.

The General Director of CDO cordially congratulated the president, vice
president, and members of the Sulaimaniyah Chamber of Commerce and
Industry for being recognized as the country's most active chamber of
business and industry, presenting room members gold shields and the room
president gold medals. In addition to being a partner and ongoing supporter
of CDO's emergency unit, the Sulaimaniyah Chamber of Commerce and
Industry recently distributed 3,500 food packages to Sulaymaniyah's most
vulnerable households.

The Rojava Refugee Council recognized CDO on International Refugee Day
for its efforts in the refugee services sector.
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CDO Partners

